Prediction of miRNA-mRNA Interactions Using miRGate.
miRGate ( http://mirgate.bioinfo.cnio.es /) is a freely available database that contains predicted and experimentally validated microRNA-messenger RNA (miRNA-mRNA) target pairs. This resource includes novel predictions from five well-established algorithms, but recalculated from a common and comprehensive sequence dataset. It includes all 3'-UTR sequences of all known genes of the three more widely employed genomes (human, mouse, and rat), and all annotated miRNA sequences from those genomes. Besides, it also contains predictions for all genes in human targeted by miRNA viruses such as Epstein-Barr and Kaposi sarcoma-associated herpes virus.The approach intends to circumvent one of the main drawbacks in this area, as diverse sequences and gene database versions cause poor overlap among different target prediction methods even with experimentally confirmed targets. As a result, miRGate predictions have been successfully validated using functional assays in several laboratories.This chapter describes how a user can access target information via miRGate's web interface. It also shows how automatically access the database through the programmatic interface based on representational state transfer services (REST), using the application programming interface (API) available at http://mirgate.bioinfo.cnio.es/API .